Whitepaper

About
Ein PVTLocker is the world’s first
advanced
defi-token
locker
which creates the perfect winwin solution for the community
and project owners.
Worry free investing for the
community.
Stress free environment for
the team.
PVTLocker allows project owners
to lock up the tokens owned by
the
community
instead
of
holding them unlocked in their
wallets while the private sale
investors can easily claim their
tokens in the same way as every
presale participant has been
doing on dxsale or pinksale.

Whether you choose safe-drop
or safe-claim the process is
simple, fast and 100% secure.
It's impossible for project owners
to send the tokens to the
private-sale investors after the
private-sale period is over. At
the same time it is equally
dangerous
for
the
project
owners to hold such a large
amount of tokens until launch.
PVTLocker will be the perfect
bridge between this two issues
to create a rug-free and safu
launch for the defi community.

Simple
Innovation

Tokenomics
Name

Type

Symbol

Platform

Total Supply

PVTLocker

Bep-20

PVTL

BSC

1,000,000,000 PVTL

TokenPrice
Pvtsale: 1 BNB = 2'200’000 PVTL Tokens
Week 1–2 | Taxes: 15%
11% Marketing
2% Marketing
2% Treasury

Week 3 | Taxes: 12%
8% Marketing
2% Marketing
2% Treasury

Week 4+ | Taxes: 10%
6% Marketing
2% Marketing
2% Treasury

Roadmap
Phase 1
immediately
after launch

Phase 2

Huge marketing and massive
publicity across twitter and
telegram.
Long-term partnership with
crypto Influencers on telegram
and twitter.
Our marketing and media
campaign will be 24/7

Audit report Tuesday 8th of
March, 2022
PVTLOCKER Product goes
live on Tuesday 15th of
March, 2022.

Phase 3 Listing on Dex Benefits to our

project and Investors
a. Fee-free accounts for
MarketMakers (accounts have
no fee during 3 months)
b. three trading pairs (BNB,
BUSD, USDT)
c. Announcements in our
Social media. Massive media
exposure
d. IEO Launchpad
e. Support 24/7
f. Airdrops
g. Trading Competitions
h. Volume support and keep
liquidity services

Phase 4

Application & Listing on
Coinmarketcap and Coin Geko
on Tuesday 29th of March,
2022

@pvtlocker

Thank you

